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An Interview with Colin Paul
by Chris Eley
Chris: Hi Colin it’s nice to see you down this way.
Colin: It’s nice to see you too Chris.
Chris: You’re performing tonight at Bracklesham, that’s grand.
Colin: Yes, South Downs Holiday Park.
Chris: Of course we go back a long way, we go back to 1992.
Colin: A couple of centuries ago, I think.
Chris: 1992 the Carousel Hotel, Blackpool Billy Fury Weekend.
Colin: Great days.
Chris: You were with the Stormbeats.
Colin: That’s right, yes I was. Paul was with me at the time, drumming and is still
with me now in the Persuaders. Started the Stormbeats in May of 1988. We weren’t
called the Stormbeats then, we had a really bad name Raw Deal, a lot of people
thought we were a punk rock band. So we listened to Neil Hiley’s programme on
Radio Manchester as it was then, Rock Back the Clock. Neil knew of us and
brought us in for an interview, and we decided there and then live on air that we
were going to change our
name, so Neil decided to post a
competition on air to find us a
new name. Anyway we did, we
found the Stormbeats and we
never looked back really, because the Stormbeats said what
type of band we were, 50s and
60s type band, more 60s sounds
being beats, it did what we
wanted it to do and it did us
very, very well.
Chris: You were singing before
that?
Colin: I was singing before
that, yes, I was singing solo, I
started singing solo in 1982. I think it was again May of that year and I was singing. I was just going to audition after audition and getting bookings, taking my diary and the usual type of audition was on a Sunday lunchtime in a Working Men’s
Club where you’d get concert secretary’s from different clubs sat there with their
diaries and if they liked you they would book you. Usually at these auditions you
would sing six songs, anyway I got a couple of bookings out of it and there was
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something not quite right. Basically all I was using on stage was their regular backing i.e. organist and drums and with me being a typical rock ‘n’ roller that I hope to
think I am I needed guitars and things, so I decided to advertise for a band in the
Manchester Evening News and the first guy to reply was a guy called Barry Husband who became my lead guitarist. He had a friend called Dave who became my
rhythm guitarist. We advertised for quite a few weeks and found a bass player, he
was called Andy, but he wasn’t really into the music so he didn’t last very long and
then a guy called Steve came along for an audition and Paul had recently moved up
from Kent and was looking for a band and he was advertising so we found him, got
him to come down for an audition and Paul’s been with me ever since.
Chris: That’s Paul Atwell who was actually with Edison Lighthouse.
Colin: That’s right yes.
Chris: He’s a nice guy, he’s always been very, very good to us.
Colin: He’s ok. Of course Barry was Barry Husband, Dave was Dave Faulkner, still
is! Barry’s still Barry and Steve is Steve Barlow.
Chris: I remember that gig, that first time I saw you pretty well. You were doing
Billy and you were doing Elvis.
Colin: Where was that?
Chris: That was at the Carousel, that was the first time that I’d met you, north of
the Watford Gap. (Laughter)
Colin: What! Was it raining?
Chris: I met Linda on the same weekend. That was a great weekend. There’s no secret that your voice basically is modelled on probably, mostly late period Elvis in a
way, but you are able to do so many other things and so many other artists. You
take off Jim Proby, and you can do a great Rick Nelson, but what really prompted
you, how old were you when you really sort of discovered pop music in a way that
really gripped you.
Colin: I was eight years old, living in Manchester, walking down the street as a
normal kid would do with his mates and there was a flat window wide open and
there was this music blaring from it and it was The Wonder of You by Elvis and I just
sat on the grass because it hypnotised me straight away and I just sat on the grass
verge and listened to the end of the song, because it was half way through when I
started to pay attention and I knew already that that song was called The Wonder of
You. I went back to my parents later on in the evening and I told them about this
song but I didn’t know who it was by and I kept on saying there was this guy who
was singing it and they said ‘Oh that’s Elvis, we’ve got that record.’ I said ‘Where?’
So I raided their 45’s collection and not only did I find The Wonder of You, I found
Suspicious Minds as well and that was it. I was hooked on Elvis. Still am.
Chris: Well, mine goes back to ’61 or ’62 and Can’t Help Falling in Love and Rocka
Hula Baby.
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Colin: From Blue Hawaii of course.
Chris: That was the Elvis thing and the Billy thing of course. I know that you love
Elvis as I do throughout the whole 50s/60s/70s, the whole recordings, but is there a
particularly favourite period of the whole Elvis thing that you actually do prefer
more than anything else.
Colin: Yes 1969 to 1970. I felt that’s when Elvis’s voice was actually at it’s best,
when Elvis went back in the studio in Memphis after his movies and he started to
get some original musicians who finally knew what they were doing and he recorded such gems as Suspicious Minds. Now if you play Suspicious Minds today it sounds
as if it was recorded five minutes ago to me, it never ever sounds dated. Again The
Wonder of You, songs like Just Pretend, Mary in the Morning, Twenty Days Twenty
Nights, In the Ghetto, these are really great numbers.
Chris: Yes, I’d go along with that, you know you’ve got King Creole which is terrific, and you’ve got the Memphis album and now of course we’ve got the American
Way coming out with all those great session tracks on.
Colin: Again they are the clearest versions I’ve ever heard, why RCA couldn’t put
them out that clear I’ll never know.
Chris: And those out-takes as well, because I love Kentucky Rain.
Colin: That’s one of my favourites too.
Chris: Yes, that and Just Pretend which of course is not from that session, but if you
are talking Elvis there’s just so many, isn’t there.
Colin: The thing is Chris if you listen to those sessions and the out-takes and
everything it’s like you’re actually there at the time of the recording.
Chris: Well I wish, yes, and I wish that we had something like that from Billy from
that era, but regrettably we don’t have anything from Billy Fury.
Colin: Maybe one day it might surface.
Chris: Someone might have something like that. We’ll talk about Billy shortly, because we’re sort of together talking because of the Billy connection, we’re friends
because of the Billy Fury connection, so we’re going to come on to that but there are
other artists that you really highly rate in the way that I do, so what other artists
either from the past or the present are you really in to and do you really like listening to?
Colin: OK if I’m at home and I decide to put a CD on again it’s going to be, if it’s
not Elvis and it’s not Billy it’s going to be the likes of Ricky Nelson, it’s going to be
Jim Proby. I like a lot of Motown, and Soul music, I love Jackie Wilson. I think Jackie Wilson had a great voice and like Billy he was a very, very underrated guy. I like
listening to as many recordings of these people as possible. Anybody can sit down
and listen to the hits, but when you become a fan you want to hear everything that
they’ve done whether it’s good or bad, and I just like to listen to everything that
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they did and I feel that I’ve learnt a lot by doing that, by listening to these outtakes of artists such as Elvis
and Billy and even PJ Proby.
Chris: There’s some great
tracks, I mean Jim Proby’s
In My Dreams.
Colin: I’ve not heard his
version of In My Dreams.
Chris: I’ll have to put that
right.
Colin: You promised me
that you’d do that once, and
I’m still waiting. (Laughter)
Chris: I will do that. Watch
Me Walk Away is one which
you said you might tackle,
bit I’m still waiting for you to tackle that.
Colin: OK, well that’s a deal, then you get me that other version and I’ll do that
one.
Chris: Rick Nelson did In My Dreams and you do Rick Nelson and you sound like
him, you know it’s incredible and of course he was great and there’s a tribute CD
out to him at the moment from the States, totally unknown people over here and
it’s actually quite good. I just wish that somebody, a band or a group of artists, no
disrespect to the Billy Tribute artists, but some people in the business, in the rock
business in the UK would actually do an album of Billy numbers in their own
style, in their own way. Highly respected modern artists who keep talking about
how they highly regard Billy, but they don’t do anything about it. So we could get
St. Etienne doing a Billy track, well we already have of course – My Christmas
Prayer, but they could do something else. And some of the other people that reckon that he was one of their favourites. It would be really great if contemporary and
some of the older rock stars actually got together and did something.
Colin: Wouldn’t that be special.
Chris: That would be special. Now the Elvis connection is well known and I have
to say to you in my estimation you have one of the finest Elvis voices that there is
on the planet and that’s no exaggeration.
Colin: Thanks Chris.
Chris: But I do know that you don’t try either in looks or even vocally, to ape
Elvis as such, like a lot of the tribute bands, but you pay your own tribute with a
voice that does sound very much like him. That’s the way you tackle it, isn’t it?
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Colin: The way I tackle it is by being a fan first and foremost because nobody
could ever be that person so why try to be, when you see so many people becoming Elvis impersonators these days. What is it? An estimated one in every fourth
person is an Elvis impersonator! That means in the next 25 years every person you
bump into is going to be an Elvis impersonator. That’s not a really good way to go.
Saying that though there are some really good Elvis impersonators out there and
I’ve worked with some of the best, here and abroad, but there are a lot of impersonators that bring the guy down and for instance you can go to a karaoke night
and somebody can get up and sing an Elvis song and they are awful but because
they’re awful they get a bigger round of applause. They think – I’ve got a good
voice – they go and buy a track suit, they go and buy sequins, they sew these sequins onto the track suit and they think they’ve got a jump suit and it is just tacky.
I mean Elvis wore jump suits, he had them tailor made and he looked good. He
went a bit weird towards the latter part of the seventies, but that was the seventies
and not only Elvis wore them, you had the Osmonds, David Cassidy, and people
like the Stylistics wearing them and because Elvis passed away in the seventies
that’s where the image stayed. Had Elvis lived through the seventies, then he
would have gone into the eighties wearing two piece suits sort of like David Bowie
did, and Shakin’ Stevens and people like that. But he never got the chance to do
that unfortunately and that’s why that image stayed with Elvis.
Chris: No, I often think of that and I think Elvis today would have worn a denim
jacket and jeans with a guitar, rather dignified, playing blues and country.
Colin: On MTV doing the unplugged series.
Chris: Doing the unplugged very much like Charlie Rich type numbers, or whatever. Now there’s a guy that is a very underrated and talented guy Charlie Rich.
Do you know much of his stuff.
Colin: Yes I’ve got a great album of Charlie Rich’s. You mention Charlie Rich to
people and the first thing they think of is The Most Beautiful Girl in the World and
Behind Closed Doors. A lot of people don’t remember that he actually started out at
the same time as Elvis at Sun Studios and he did some great rocking numbers like
Break Up, Rebound songs like that.
Chris: Yes that’s right.
Colin: And we don’t hear them as often as we should.
Chris: There’s two Elvis type Charlie Rich numbers that I particularly like, If I
Knew Then and Turn Around and Face Me.
(Colin then sings Turn Around and Face Me and says ‘I’ve got that.’)
Chris: You’ve got to do that.
Colin: Fantastic. OK.
Chris: That’s like Albie saying he’ll do Mess of Blues and I’m still waiting to hear it
on record. He must do that. But leading on to the Billy Fury connection, we met at
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Blackpool and of course without that venue, without several venues, including the
Allendale, the Carousel and then the
Metropole, people may or may not know
that you were the draw for that rocking
weekend. That’s where the bulk of the
money came from, that’s where the bulk of
the support came from after the initial impetus from the Allendale, with you performing there, but you didn’t just perform,
you actually pulled it all together with Diane and Mrs Roth. Whether it was competitions, you and Neil Hiley and the others
really worked as a team and every Billy Fury fan that ever looks at that statue owes
you and your band The Persuaders a massive debt of gratitude, and I’ve got to say that to you now, because that is a fact and
that is the truth.
Colin: That’s really nice of you to say so.
Chris: That is how it is mate, that is how it is. But the whole Billy Fury connection,
now we had a very interesting discussion at lunch about how you came to really
discover Billy. So maybe you’d like to tell us about that.
Colin: Yes, I always knew of the song Halfway to Paradise and 1979 was the TV advertisement for Billy’s recordings on K-Tel of his greatest hits. When the advertisement came on I heard Halfway to Paradise my ears suddenly pricked up. I could see
this great looking guy, clips of Billy, photos of Billy, again I could see the Elvis connection here and instantly wanted to go out and get this album, which I did do.
Several days later on listening to the album, speaking to people about Billy Fury
the thing I was getting back more than anything else was that Billy was Britain’s
answer to Elvis. So I decided to discover a bit more about Billy Fury. Obviously I
found out that he was Ronnie Wycherley and he came from Liverpool and I discovered very quickly that Billy wasn’t Britain’s answer to Elvis, Billy was Billy and he
had his own inimitable style and he was an original, and that’s what I liked about
him. So, where you can see the similarities between Billy and Elvis? They were
both fans of each other and I found out very soon that Billy met Elvis on the set of
Girls Girls Girls. As I said I’d seen the on-set photos of Billy and Elvis, finding out
where they’d met, finding out they had a mutual admiration for each other. It just
grew from there, I needed to collect everything that Billy recorded, I needed every
snippet of footage I could see of Billy on video tape and again that’s where the only
Elvis connection came in and they were both great icons and they still are. You
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know the word legend can sum them both up, you can use that word too often,
but you certainly can’t as far as Billy and Elvis are concerned.
Chris: That’s right, because that would be the 1979 advert for the 1979 K-Tel album The Golden Years.
Colin: That’s the one.
Chris: Which poor old Hal hated because Billy was unwell at the time and he apparently cut the whole lot in one session. He did it to clear his bankruptcy, he
didn’t want to do it and if you do listen to it, in all honesty you can tell why Hal
would not wish some of the numbers to be out because they do pale in comparison to the originals, but there again we were so desperate for material in ’79 from
Billy, that to get these tracks in stereo to us at the time was absolutely wonderful.
Colin: Of course it was yes.
Chris: So then what? You started including Billy numbers in your act?
Colin: Yes, favourite numbers that come to mind are obviously songs like In
Thoughts of You, I Will and even the same song that Billy covered from Elvis’s
movie Girls Girls Girls which was Because of Love.
Chris: Yes, and now I’ve just heard a really good version that you do live of I’ll
Show You from the Billy album, so even now you are looking out and doing some
different numbers that you hadn’t done before.
Colin: That’s right, it’s nice to listen to some of the rarer songs that perhaps the
normal Billy fan wouldn’t have heard and if a Colin Paul and the Persuaders fan
could come along and say where’s that song come from and you tell them it’s a
Billy Fury song they’re going to go out and buy the album, hence another Billy
Fury fan and it’s not a bad thing.
Chris: That’s right. When roughly was the first time you were asked to work
with Billy’s brother Albie Wycherley, can you remember?
Colin: Yes I can, it was round about 1993 when we were the Stormbeats. Albert
phoned me up and asked us could we support him at the Montrose in Liverpool,
so of course we jumped at the chance, it was a great thing. We obviously couldn’t
meet Billy but we could meet Albie, I’d already met Jean previously at the Carousel Billy Fury weekend. I acquired the K-Tel album, and actually took that with
me to the weekend and got Jean to sign the album for me. We did the Montrose,
Albert was quite impressed with us, I hope, I think. From then on he asked us to
come back each year and at the time he was being backed by a local band called
the Dions and Albert and I became good friends. We discussed the future and we
decided to do a few tribute shows because we were doing most of the Billy Fury
greatest hits by then with the guys and myself and Albert decided to use us as his
backing band for the future Montrose shows.
Chris: He apparently did a very good concert with the Dions, he’d been on with
other artists, I think it may have been Jack Scott and one or two others and he’d
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gone down particularly well with the Dions as a backing band. I hadn’t seen Albie
with the Dions, but then you all came down to the Worcester Park Club (without
the Dions of course).
Colin: Yes, that was a great gig and I must admit it was
one of the finest gigs of our career, really. It was nice to
be out of the Manchester/Liverpool area. It was a crowd
that had never seen us before, or ninety nine per cent of
the people had never seen us before and I think everyone went away that evening very happy, we certainly
did as a band and of course the show was recorded as
well, so we’ve got Albert’s performance and our performance as well, which has never been released as yet,
but we might change that soon.
Chris: I think it would be a very good idea if it was because I was there that night.
Colin: I know you were.
Chris: Your half of the show was as always, superb.
That night was when I realized that Albert could really
put on a very good show. You got him to change key to
sing a slightly different key or in a slightly different
way?
Colin: Not on all the songs, only on certain songs and
we were fooling around in the dressing room on one
particular night and Albert was talking about some
favourite Elvis numbers, so we suggested to Albie why don’t you do one. The first
one was Mess of Blues and he’s even since then had a go at It’s Now or Never, As
Long as I Have You and several other numbers as well. He does them very well.
Chris: Yes, they should come out. Was that show videoed or just recorded?
Colin: I think it was just recorded.
Chris: Which is a great shame, I remember that with the bubbles going up during
Wondrous Place it would have been great on video.
Colin: That was great, what a great idea.
Chris: The way that the Wondrous Place seeped from being the slow version, the
classic, into the one that I actually prefer – the 1963 one with all the punch, it really
worked. That was one of the most memorable nights, musical nights of my life actually. I can remember that was a ruddy good night.
Colin: You see it was a very good visual experience as well as a listening experience and I think that’s what makes a good show.
Chris: And of course you’re still appearing at Blackpool a couple of times a year at
the Billy Fury event.
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Colin: Yes the Billy weekends are going from strength to strength, we moved from
the Carousel obviously because Mrs Roth and Diane sold the hotel, but it was such
a very small venue and we needed a bigger venue. The Metropole came along quite
conveniently and again it jumped another age if you like, it just went from strength
to strength and we ended up having to do two Billy Fury weekends a year, one in
February and the other in November. And we’re still doing that today, and we’re
bringing new people to the weekends every year. Not everyone goes to the same
weekend, weekend in, weekend out if you like or year in year out. But they’ll give
it a miss for a year or two, then they’ll come back. Some people go to every single
one, they’re the die hard Billy Fury fans if you like, or Colin Paul and the Persuaders fans or Albie fans even. But the main thing is it’s full every time we do the
show, it’s certainly a winning formula and I would say at this point if it’s not broke
don’t fix it.
Chris: No, you’re right. But I mean how many other artists from the 50s and 60s
have got their own statue for a start.
Colin: There’s not many.
Chris: No. And have gatherings at their grave-side two or three times a year, of
course you’ve recently been to Mill Hill.
Colin: Yes, I have and it was an experience in itself really, because I knew about
these meetings for quite a number of years but it had been very difficult to get
down to Mill Hill with it being a weekend and with me being away from home
most of the time working, and obviously with me living up north in Manchester it’s
been a bit difficult. But I was determined I was going to get down and I think it’s
like a drug now, because I am going to have to come down very soon.
Chris: Yes, well we do hope you do Colin, because you were very well received,
when you did the numbers there for us.
Colin: Well, it was nice to do that and it was nice to meet fans of Billy’s that I had
not met before and hopefully they appreciated what I did. I certainly appreciated
talking to all these people and it was nice for me to get up and sing something besides Halfway to Paradise, I mean look at Lady for instance. If you played that to a
normal person walking down the street today and you say who recorded that –
they wouldn’t have a clue. People need to know who recorded these great songs
and more people need to hear the voice of Billy Fury.
Chris: Well, I mean if you look at the success of the Marty Wilde compilation recently, I’ve got no doubt that it’s been helped because of the fact that people remember Kim and there’s a track with her on it. But certainly that’s been very
successful largely because of the TV coverage and I still say that if Decca used some
of the clips from maybe All That Jazz which exist and publicize a 30 Greatest Hits
comp or something that Billy would be in the Top 20, it’s just that they won’t do it,
and it’s rather sad that they won’t.
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Colin: It’s very sad and I’d disagree with you about the Top 20, I’d certainly say
Top 10, without a doubt. I mean as soon as people see those clips of this great looking guy, more and more people are going to want to know who Billy Fury was, and
he’s going to create a new fandom all over again. A lot of people are going to say
‘Wow I remember that song’ or ‘Oh, I’d forgotten about this song’, and ‘Hey you
should hear this song by this guy’ and it’s snowballing effect if you like and certainly Top 10.
Chris: Well that’s happened, and you’ve probably noticed that, I certainly have, that since we
had the Anthology in 1998 which within six
months had sold 16,000 copies which for a retro
CD is pretty good. Now Decca don’t let their
sales out, but I was told that by a guy I was
working with on the project, and that was just six
months afterwards, so it would be quite well up
by now. Their Billy Fury Hit Parade has been
selling consistently now since Billy was alive, either as an album, with two formats in vinyl and
then a couple of formats in CD.
Paul, Pete, Colin, John & Dave
Colin: That’s fantastic.
Chris: So that’s the way that’s been going, for a guy who was Britain’s, well we
think, finest, but OK if you look at the polls and one thing and another, Britain’s
No. 2 singer for what three or four years. People haven’t forgotten him and you’re
right if they get jogged since the Anthology and the statue and probably in particular the 1998 Omnibus documentary, we have had fans coming out of everywhere
that weren’t there from 1983 to 1998. The publicity wasn’t there, the internet wasn’t
there, Harry’s great site wasn’t there. Every time you do a gig and you sing Billy
numbers and it’s a rock ‘n’ roll show, if you’re not doing a pure Elvis tribute, but
you’re doing a rock ‘n’ roll gig then you’re publicizing Billy.
Colin: The thing is ninety eight percent of our shows are rock ‘n’ roll shows and I’d
say 30 percent of the songs on rock ‘n’ roll shows are Billy Fury songs.
Chris: And there’s still a wealth of Billy numbers actually that you haven’t really
touched on yet. There’s a catalogue there that you can get into and do, of numbers
probably several that you haven’t even thought of yet.
Colin: Well, over lunch as I said earlier on All I Wanna do is Cry is going to be next
on the agenda and you mentioned the live track, I’ll Show You that was recorded
actually at the Metropole. I’d just been in the studio and done a proper studio recording of it which will be out soon, which I brought as a demo for you this afternoon, and A Million Miles from Nowhere. Was the original by Brook Benton?
Chris: Yes, Brook Benton and a Doo Wop group.
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Colin: Right.
Chris: I’m not sure without checking the article written by Richard Furnell, a
good friend of mine. I knew about the Brook Benton one, I didn’t know about the
Doo Wop version and I’m not sure which one came first, but I think it was Brook
Benton. But certainly to take on a Brook Benton number like that in the way Billy
did and do it so well, because you’re talking about a great golden voice there and
for Billy to come along and do that, and another one of course people are doing
more of now is a very short one, All My Hopes, is a great number.
Colin: Fantastic song.
Chris: It’s a fantastic album of Billy’s isn’t it. The whole album.
Colin: Of course it is, the whole album and all of Billy’s albums too, and there’s a
great back catalogue there, again that need to be heard.
Chris: So I think that over the next few years if you just introduce even just two or
three or even half a dozen of the Billy numbers that people haven’t heard especially those that people don’t remember Billy doing live. I get a kick out of every time
I see an Elvis act, if you like, singing Return to Sender live on stage and I remember
seeing Brian Lee, our old friend Brian.
Colin: Good old Brian.
Chris: I remember him opening in Bognor with Stand By Me from I’ve Gotta
Horse.
Colin: Did he really?
Chris: Yes, and Linda and I looking at each other and we could hear the intro.
And all of a sudden there’s Brian Lee singing Stand By Me which was a great
number, which is why I stuck it in the Anthology, plucked it out and stuck it in
there because it was actually good enough to fit in with all the standard tracks.
Then he went on and did Love or Money and we thought great. So it is great to see
numbers such as Halfway, Last Night was Made for Love, It’s Only Make Believe, but
it’s great for people to see, the fans to see, a lot of the B-sides, EP tracks and album
tracks slotted in there with all the hits.
Colin: Another idea I was thinking of which we recently did with the Elvis catalogue was they released an album called Songs that Inspired the King. So they’d
have everybody else’s version of the songs that Elvis had hits with and maybe we
could do that with Billy’s.
Chris: Well, I’ve thought about that.
Colin: I thought you might have.
Chris: The problem with that is getting to do it officially, would be a great thing,
but you need to get clearance from so many companies. You’d need Brook Benton,
I’m sure Chase Webster wouldn’t be a problem for Like I’ve Never Been Gone, but
his company might be, Dot. Then the other originals All I Want to do is Cry by Billy
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Bland, you need to get hold of that and all of the others – Jealousy, I suppose Frankie Laine – and of course Ray Charles, and any number of songs by Ray Charles,
half a dozen you know Hard Times – what a good track that is.
Colin: Well of course it is and Get On the Right Track Baby which myself and the
lads have just started doing is Ray Charles as well.
Chris: Of course we’ve got a whole new dimension now, and Decca have too if
they think about it, with the BBC tracks now on catalogue, you could do a real Billy
Fury Rock ‘n’ Roll album or a real Billy Fury Rhythm ‘n’ Blues album. I wanted to
do a rhythm ‘n’ blues album with them, but they won’t do rhythm ‘n’ blues because r ‘n’ b is not a good seller because it’s a specialism, and it wouldn’t sell as
well as the Billy Fury that people know. But the lists are endless and we could talk
about it all day, but basically you and your band have been going now in one
shape or form for …?
Colin: Myself and the Persuaders have been together 12 years. The Stormbeats
were 7 years.
Chris: So your career actually started the first time you ever set foot on a stage and
did a number.
Colin: That was 2nd May 1982.
Chris: You won’t mind me saying that you’ve been round a bit then.
Colin: I’ve been round the block a few times Chris!
Chris: Oh, round the block a few times that’s right, and Johnny Red’s got the edge
on it, because he’s been rocking since the mid-seventies.
Colin: I’ve got a bit of catching up to do then.
Chris: You’ve got some catching up to do and of course all these other great tribute bands that are knocking about like at the Sunnyside and elsewhere and all the
various venues. Someone said to me the other day that there must be more Billy
Fury tributes in the UK after Elvis than just about anything else.
Colin: Well isn’t that something special.
Chris: Well it is and when you consider his standing, and then the fact that he
didn’t have a hit since 1966, if he had only scored a few hits in the early to mid-seventies which he deserved, we’d have footage, we’d have Top of the Pops, if he’d
only had even one No. 1 he’d be on more compilations. The number of compilations which actually leave him off, which say Best of the Sixties etc.
Colin: Then it’s not true then is it.
Chris: It’s not true, because he’s not on it.
Colin: No, of course not.
Chris: Well Colin I really appreciate you taking the time.
Colin: I’ve really enjoyed myself this afternoon Chris, thanks for inviting me
along.
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Chris: Well we’ve had a great time and we’re looking forward to a great show tonight.
Colin: Before we do close I’d like to say one of the best things about doing Billy
shows, as well as Elvis shows etc. is meeting the great fans of these great artists
who’ve become good friends. At the end of the day what it is to me is I get paid for
enjoying myself and I’m a very, very lucky guy. Me and the guys in the band consider ourselves having the greatest job in the world and we’ve met some of the finest people in the world and we’ve worked with some of the finest people in the
world. I’d also like to mention Danny Rivers as well, we’ve worked with Danny a
few times and he knew Billy, as you know, and we’ve had a ball along the way,
and I’ve certainly done more than I would ever have dreamed of doing in my career, I’ve been to Memphis, I’ve worked for the Elvis Presley Estate, I’ve worked
with Billy’s family and all my dreams have come true.
Chris: Well Colin that’s great, because we didn’t even touch on that, the fact of
what was it like to stand in the studio in Memphis. The Sun Studios of all places,
the Holy Grail and to stand there and record.
Colin: I recorded an album about 18 months ago called From Sunrise to Sunset in
the same studio – The Sun Studio in Memphis, Tennessee and I asked the radio
controller a guy called James Lot who now owns the studio could I stand in the
same spot that Elvis stood in when he recorded his classic, Sun Recordings and he
said ‘Sure you can’. So I stood, there’s actually a cross marked on the floor where
Elvis stood, there’s a cross marked on the floor where Bill Black stood and there’s a
cross marked on the floor where Scotty Moore stood. So I stood on the X where
Elvis stood and I said can I sing the same recordings that Elvis did ‘Sure you can’.
So I did that, and then the initial aim was the microphone which was looking right
at me, the original microphone that Elvis recorded with, so I thought I’ve got two
let’s go for three, let’s go for the hat trick, is there any chance I could use the same
microphone? We can’t put in the magazine what his answer was, but basically two
out of three ain’t bad! So I couldn’t use the original microphone.
Chris: No that’s understandable. U2 have been there, I think.
Colin: There’s a lot of modern bands, and there’s a lot of good Memphis music going on. There’s a lot of good bands from all over America, they’re all congregating
in this little studio that got the rock ‘n’ roll ball rolling.
Chris: That must have been a heck of a thing and you’ve had and you’re having a
very good life. You’ve had some tragedy along the way, with Martin losing Steph
and I know that’s been a very strong personal blow to you and to the rest of the
band.
Colin: You become like a family and Martin’s been with me for 12 years from day
one with the Persuaders.
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Chris: That’s Martin Davis.
Colin: Martin Davis yes, and when he lost his wife Steph last year the whole band
was hurting and the whole rock ‘n’ roll business was hit because Martin was and
still is a very, very nice and likeable guy and it came as a shock to everybody, like
yourself and Linda. He’s doing well, he’s getting by, he’s taking one step at a time.
He’s looking after his children which is the right thing to do, I just hope that one
day Martin puts on his rock ‘n’ roll shoes and decides to play again. In the meantime he needs to put himself and his children first. As far as I’m concerned Martin
will always be a Persuader.
Chris: Going to the hotel year in year out for six years or more for the bronze we
got to know you all and very often ended up sitting with you guys.
Colin: The ironic thing is Martin did a gig with us earlier this year and he said he
would do a one off gig and he would make it his final farewell performance and he
said it needs to be at the Billy Fury Weekend. So Martin played the February Billy
Fury Weekend at The Metropole and he went out on a high, and just to make it
clear to everybody that he knows that any time he wants to come back he’s more
than welcome.
Chris: Well I think a good bass player that knows, in fact any player that knows
Billy Fury numbers, it’s not an easy thing to do, is it?
Colin: Well, Billy’s songs aren’t the easiest songs to play, there’s a lot of chords in
them and I can honestly say from my heart that I’m really proud of the musicians
that I have in my band, as far as learning the songs because I’m a stickler for having
them like the record. Because that’s how it should be, and they do a great job and
we’re all enjoying it and that’s what’s best about it.
Chris: You’ve also heard some of Peter William’s work, he’s a lovely guy and he’s
a damn good guitarist.
Colin: And again he’s brought Billy Fury’s music in a different way to the public
who wouldn’t necessarily know who Billy Fury was.
Chris: He’s done a lot for Billy really, because a lot of instrumental fans from all
over the world have bought his CDs with the Billy pictures and all that sort of thing
and brought Billy more recognition as well as the instrumental side, and he’s rather
a unique take on that.
Colin: I believe he did a couple of Elvis instrumentals which I’ve not heard yet. I’d
like to hear them actually.
Chris: I’ll have a word with him and I’ll fix something up. I’m working on one
with him right now, he’s just finished recording it, Especially For You, really diverse tracks by Buddy Holly, and Singing the Blues, Lady in Red just really eclectic.
He’s called it Reflections and then of course we haven’t given up the idea of the Billy and Elvis one and he’s got other projects – a Del Shannon one. Now there’s one
guy we didn’t touch on, now there’s a song, one of these numbers that you owe me,
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have you ever heard Del Shannon do Ral Donner’s You Don’t Know What You’ve
Got?
Colin: No I haven’t.
Chris: Right, because that’s a contemporary version and it works and it’s great
and it should be officially out there and it’s not. You might even like it that much
that you might want to throw it in the show at some stage, mind you you couldn’t
resist doing a Ral Donner on it.
Colin: Not at all, no. I’m sure we can come to some arrangement, and also there’s
another song of his that I like which is You Never Talked About Me.
Chris: Yes, that’s the old Drifters song and then he did it as well, and you know
Shakin’ Stevens did it on his last tour.
Colin: That’s correct, yes.
Chris: And Shaky said he was doing an album and he gave the impression that
that track was going to be on it. I’m told by a friend of Johnny Red’s that that track
is not on the album and that Shaky’s gone more towards a modern sound and a
modern album whatever that may mean, and that album’s release has now been
delayed for several months, because I was rather hoping that he was going to
bring an album out with that particular track on, because it’s a great number.
Shaky did it good live, I thought I’d heard you do that.
Colin: No you haven’t.
Chris: No, I’m looking forward to it though!
Colin: You will do.
Chris: Good.
Colin: That’s three songs now. (Laughter)
Chris: If I keep going much longer you’ll be doing an album! Well certainly Colin
it’s been great.
Colin: Chris it’s been a pleasure.
Chris: We’ve gone through the whole thing, normally we’re sandwiched in five
minutes here, ten minutes there, ‘Hello are you alright mate’, you’ve got the mike,
I’ve got the mike we’re doing something, it’s been great just to chill out.
Colin: One thing I’d just like to say though on closing, at the end of the day, I love
Billy, I love Elvis, but there’s one other guy that I’d like to mention for me being in
the music business and that’s my dad Paul McGrath. My dad was an entertainer
and without him singing round the house, singing all these great Frank Sinatra
songs, Dean Martin, ‘cause I love Dean Martin too, in fact I’m working on a Dean
Martin tribute album at the moment. He loved Jack Jones and he loved Elvis, he
loved Tom Jones and he loved The Rolling Stones, he had a really varied taste in
music and if it hadn’t been for my father singing then I certainly wouldn’t have
been doing what I’m doing today. So I’d like to dedicate today’s tribute to my father.
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Chris: Well that’s good and if you’d maybe thought about it maybe you heard
Jack Jones do Lady before you heard Elvis do it.
Colin laughs and says: Billy did it!
Chris: That’s right, you’ve got me at it now.
Colin: No, I’ve not heard that version but I did know that he did it first.
Chris: Yes he did do it and I’ve got another version. I’ll play it to you before you
go. I’ve only just discovered it by Wayne Newton, in concert on his TV show. He
did Lady and I picked it up in one of these second hand record places in Hastings
sometime in the last few months and it’s not a bad version.
Colin: I’ll look forward to hearing it.
Chris: Thanks very much Colin, thanks for your music, thanks for your friendship mate.
Colin: Thank you too.
Chris: And Rock On.
Interview starts again: – Selsey Gig
Chris: You said your dad was a very great influence on you.
Colin: Yes he was, very much so, only because of all the different styles of music that my dad liked. I mean I was just living and loving rock ‘n’ roll at the time but my dad liked
anybody – as long as it was good music my dad liked it.
Chris: Did he ever get to see you fronting a band doing your
thing?
Colin: He didn’t get to see me fronting a band, he got to see me singing on stage
and he got to hear the band on a recording but unfortunately he fell ill the same
time as I got the band together so he heard us on recordings but never got to see
us, sadly he passed away.
Chris: I’m sorry to hear that, I was afraid when I was asking the question that that
would be the case.
Colin: It was in May 1988 that I got the band together, it was also May 1988 that
my dad discovered he’d got stomach cancer and he passed away 3rd October 1988,
the same month that we did our first gig after all the rehearsals, so the band’s sort
of a tribute to him, we carried on where he left off if you like.
Chris: And in a way thank heaven that he did get to hear your rehearsals and
know that you were on your way.
Colin: Yes, and I feel him with me every day, his presence is with me all the time,
just purely as an influence and because it was someone that without, obviously I
wouldn’t be doing and enjoying what I’m doing now. I’m living a great life.
Chris: Yes I can vouch for that, I’ve seen you up and down the country doing
what you want to do and what you’re able to do.
Colin: I’ve said it many times – I get paid for my hobby and I get paid for something I enjoy doing.
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Chris: You don’t fancy swapping do you? You be a Health and Safety officer for a
year or two and I’ll take yours.
Colin: No you’re alright, I’ve got the best job!
Chris: I have met your mum, her name escapes me.
Colin: Dorothy.
Chris: Dorothy, yes. I know she’s as proud as punch of what you do.
Colin: Yes she is, very much so, and she’s been to several Billy Fury weekends at
Blackpool and several of the rock ‘n’ roll shows in her local area. She doesn’t get
out as much as she used to do, but when she does come along she enjoys it even
more so.
Chris: You make a fuss of her.
Colin: Yes of course I do, that’s what mother’s are for.
Chris: That’s right, yes and fortunately I’ve still got my own and I try to make a
fuss of her. One of the things that I recall cropping up was that you worked with
the Sweet Inspirations and at some stage they passed a comment about how great
it was working with you. Now that’s a hell of a compliment, but of course you
must feel absolutely over the moon working with them.
Colin: Well, absolutely. One of the first things was, I met them the day before the
show, the band met them literally twenty minutes before we went on stage, we
went on stage with no rehearsal at all, but we knew the Elvis stuff and we obviously knew they knew all the Elvis stuff, we weren’t particularly worried and it still
hadn’t dawned on me that these were the real thing. The first song starts off – the
2001 intro into CC Rider – and you hear them and you’re thinking hmm, yes ok and
then we’re doing Burning Love and you’re thinking is it them? Then we did a song
called Steamroller Blues and they do a copy line about a napalm bomb and I could
hear them and I thought this is the Sweet Inspirations – ‘Oh my God!’ Then the
next song was You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling and on the line where it goes (Colin
sings) ‘You’re trying hard not to show it’ and they go ‘Baby’, it wasn’t like I was
singing a song, it was like I was listening to a record at home and the Sweet Inspirations were singing ‘Baby’ out to me and I thought ‘Oh my God, it’s the Sweet Inspirations, they’ve worked with the King!’ And that’s when I realised that I was
actually doing something that I would never have dreamed in a million years of
doing.
Chris: No, I remember seeing them for the first time on screen in an open cinema
in Hong Kong in 1970 on ‘That’s the Way it is’ and I was immediately in love and
lust with them. But how wonderfully they sing and what a sound they put out,
and the ‘Chang-alangs’, the whole thing, they are so cool.
Colin: You’ve got to remember as well, it wasn’t only Elvis they worked with.
They worked with Burt Bacharach on many of his famous recordings and I’m talk20

ing the likes of Dusty Springfield, Tom Jones, Aretha Franklin, even Van
Morrison’s Brown Eyed Girl, they’re the backing girl singers on Brown Eyed Girl.
Chris: I didn’t know that.
Colin: I didn’t until I spoke to them. A compliment they did pay to me after the
second show we did with them, they paid me lots of compliments saying how
great it was and everything and I’m saying how great they are, but the thing was
after the second show that we did with them when they’d all gone home I had
this funny number come up on my phone and when I answered it, it was Myrna
Smith and she was phoning from Los Angeles. She said ‘Hi Colin it’s Myrna, just
letting you know we arrived home safely.’ I’m thinking that’s nice, but what are
you ringing me for? I didn’t even know they had my number. ‘The main thing
we’re calling for, we’ve been discussing you, myself and the girls, at great length
on the way home and we’ve worked with them all, and when I mean all, I mean
Elvis impersonators, tribute artists whatever you like to call them, we’ve worked
with them, some good, some bad, some not so good, some excellent, but we just
want to tell you and we mean this from the heart and we wanted you to know’ –
and I’m thinking, oh God how bad am I – and she turned round and said the best
words I could ever dreamed of hearing and when she said what she said the tears
were rolling down my face and what she said was – ‘next to Elvis you’re the
man’.
Chris: Well I can’t think of anything to say, that’s absolutely fantastic.
Colin: I still fill up now thinking about it you know.
Chris: That is a hell of a note to end this interview on, and I thank you very
much.
Colin: Thank you Chris, I’ve really enjoyed it.
This Interview is Dedicated in Memory of Paul McGrath

Best Wishes
We would like to send our best wishes to any of our members who are unwell at
the present time and maybe undergoing treatment for serious illnesses, especially
Bob Taylor, Diana Roberts, Pam Rogers and her husband Dave and our own
Chris Eley who has undergone an unpleasant heart procedure, which at present
does not appear to have been successful. He thanks those who have sent cards or
called him over this difficult time. You are all in our thoughts and prayers and we
wish you all a speedy recovery back to health. Please let us know if you or other
members are unwell at any time so as we can keep you in our thoughts..
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The Sunnyside Billy Fury Fest 2007
by Chris Eley
Although several months have now lapsed since the event we
know that many members were not there and others do not access
the internet so because of that and in the interests of ‘History’ we
decided to insert a review of yet another special Billy event. With
my notebook looking like a spider crawled over it my memory on
the blink these days I can only hope it’s reasonably accurate. If I
get anything badly wrong, my apologies. We do hope Harry
Whitehouse continues to run them because this location is very
special to a lot of Billy fans. This time, once more we could not
make the Friday although Ken and Cecilia had the usual great time
and there was an open mike again, as I understand it. Linda and I
arrived around lunchtime and we set up with
Cecilia next to Vic England of the other fan
club. The first act (I think) was Andrew Tween
whose act regrettably we missed most of but I
did catch a good version of Marty Wilde’s ToAndrew Tween morrows Clown. Little did I know that years of
hope would be realised several months later with Marty finally
performing it on stage.
Jett Scream was as full of enthusiasm as usual and did the not so
usual King for Tonight, Letter Full of Tears and Don’t Jump, plus
others. This guy works hard! David Nicholls
gave us a selection including numbers by
Roger Sea
Gene Pitney, Adam Faith and a powerful Run
To My Loving Arms; nice to see an artist playing acoustic guitar
too. We were joined by our local friends Paul and Venny Williams, always a pleasure to share their company and they know
superb talent when they see it, as they do in Johnny Red. Great
Billy and Johnny Red fans. Around this time we found out that
‘Rocking Bob’ Taylor, a regular at the Sunnyside was still unwell
but also that the lovely Diana Roberts a Mill Hill and Sunnyside
regular and huge Billy fan had been unable to attend due to sudden illness. As I write Diana is very ill and our thoughts are with
Bob, his lovely wife Sheila and Diana, smashing people all.
Young Sophie, grandaughter of Cathy Homan, took centre stage
next with her guitar and picked out two numbers she had been
practicing for months, In Summer and In Thought’s of You. You
Dave Jay
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could hear a pin drop as she concentrated on her task. We heard that Laura was
still unwell and could not yet perform for us; we do hope she is getting better and
miss her performances. Roger Sea is a smashing guy and he gave us a mixed set as
usual, with a catchy Dancin’ Shoes and others. Around this time
we met a very nice local lady, Yvonne Dale who was present at
Billy’s gig at the Sunnyside on either the 3rd or 4th December.
Dave Jay came on around 1830hrs and gave a fine mixed set,
Searchers, Billy J Kramer, Cliff etc. It was nice to finally meet
Alan Coombe, a long time fan who has helped Harry on the site
with tracks etc and who is very knowledgeable on things Billy.
Geoff Howlett then performed a mixed artist set; nice to hear
Kiss Me Quick and The Night Has A Thousand Eyes, plus some others, Billy included, e.g. Last Night was made for Love.
All the way from lovely New Zealand (had a great 6 weeks there
with the Black Watch in 1973) came David Broadley, a professional cabaret type entertainer. I wondered at first about the wisdom of having such a performer mixed in
Geoff Howlett with the early 60’s theme but in the event
this turned out to be an engaging and enjoyable act. We got
Neil Diamond, Dean Martin, Willie Nelson et al and a nice
version of If Tomorrow Never Comes (Ronan Keating not the
great Elvis 70’s number.)
Russ Dee, like so many has really polished up his act since
those early beginnings and Welcome to My World sounded
good to me. There was a personal dedication from Russ to Bob
and Sheila Taylor for the way they bravely carry on with the
fight. People forget that if someone is ill it can be so tasking on
the other loved one(s) and Russ performed The Wonder of You
(Elvis and Ray Peterson) for them both. Their presence is
much missed; lovely people and great dancers! Don’t Walk
Away was excellent and other Billy numbers went down well.
Johnny Storm is someone I still have not caught in full concert
David Broadley
but it was great to hear him open with, I think, The Young
Ones. Then, despite a chest infection, a lovely, largely unknown Elvis number from
Spinout (a film and soundtrack I love despite the bad press over his later movies),
All That I Am. A nice set. We could not hear Harry as he made his announcements
(why do folk have to talk over people who are on the microphone and making announcement etc – it’s so rude) so had no idea who he thanked or what he said regrettably. We had intended making this a celebration of the anniversary of the
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SOF but it did not work out that way, although I think I may have mentioned it at
some stage during the evening.
The SOF had contributed to the fund raising for Alder Hey with an auction item,
and there were others, a painting of Billy
circa 1982, a signed Searchers DVD, a poster and the SOF framed picture (Billy in silver suit, too much make-up and a fag), but
a nice one that should have raised more for
this worthy cause.
In the end we were grateful to Maralyn
Stack (a nice lady who had seen Billy at the
Blue Boar in Hucknall the night I was also
present – magic night), Dave Jaye (nice
Sophie
guy), Cathy Homan and the irrepressible, dedicated and lovely
Pat Young, for the monies raised in this way for Harry’s event.
A local guy seemingly known only to us as Snowy gave us a
Emily
powerful Shakin’ All Over. Earlier, Dan Heeney the madcap DJ had bamboozled us
in a competition by playing Billy tracks backwards and also an Eden Kane version
of a Charlie Rich cover, which, when played loud sounded pretty much like the
original. We also got the obligatory Get Lost from the lanky one.
We then got the lovely Holly, a vision with a nice voice, performing several numbers including a Dusty Springfield number. All of a sudden I saw a guy with an
untidy head of blond hair doing a good version of Saturday Night at the Movies and moving around like Tom Jones
on speed – little did I realise that it
was Kevin Summerfield in a
dodgy wig!
Young Emily, Laura’s sister gave
us I’ll Never Quite get Over You and
we had a mixture then of Holly,
Emily and Kevin again with a really good rocking version of Del
Shannon’s Keep Searchin’.
Holly gave us a soul version of I
Will, different but no matter how
many I hear Billy comes out on
top.
Kevin

Holly
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The climax to the event was of course Rob Dee and his band The Fury Sound.
The sound balance was good and the opener was I’d Never Find another You. Several others followed, including a fast take on Like I’ve Never Been Gone. Running
Around worked well and I Will was dedicated to Moya Gleave of the NZ Fan Club.
Later, All My Hopes was dedicated to Barbara and George Carlyon. Wondrous Place
(replete with cigarette) was dedicated to Bob and Sheila and It’s Only Make Believe
to Pat Young. Halfway brought the end of the Billy tribute and the encore gave us
some rock’n’ roll numbers. An enjoyable end to an enjoyable event, all in a good
cause, two really, (keeping Billy’s name in lights and helping Alder Hey). There is
surely nothing worse than illness, serious illness, being visited upon the very
young, it’s so wrong and makes you question our very existence.
The SOF was as always, only a bolt on to the event but in Billy’s name we would
like to thank every artist, every attendee and Harry and Maureen for all of the
dedication and had work. Also Ken and Cecilia who work hard at these events.

Dan Heeney

Jett Scream with Harry
Rob Dee

Mill Hill Gathering on Billy’s Birthday
The Meetings just get better! Even the Police came!
by Peter Davies
Once again we were blessed with superb weather and there was brilliant sunshine
as we met at the graveside again. A good gathering of members, non members and
friends, as well as several new members and visitors from abroad, turned up at
1p.m. The freshly tended grave looked superb in the afternoon sun and visitors
soon added their own floral tributes.
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It was soon time to move down to the Church Hall where once again members and friends provide food and one kind member had also made a Sound
of Fury 10th Anniversary Birthday cake. Mary was back in the kitchen to keep
the vital tea and coffee flowing, which was very welcome refreshment to
many who had made long journeys.
The Sound of Fury Team were once again all in action with Cecilia and Linda
manning the memorabilia and Jackie with the raffle tickets (more later), Ken
sorting out tables and extra chairs and Jen and I on the door persuading people to part with their entrance money to the hall. (We think there may have
been several who didn’t pay but will catch them next time!) Cecilia continued
to play the Billy music and everyone was chatting and having a super time.
Chris Eley welcomed everyone to the meeting
particularly including Claude from France with
his grandchildren. Long term members and
friends of Chris, Cy and Irene Moy were present,
as well as new members on the day, Mr & Mrs
Lawrence and Mr & Mrs Bateman. Chris sent
best wishes from us all to Diana Roberts who is
very unwell and also to Linda Keller for a
speedy recovery and welcomed back Mary in
the kitchen. He spoke of the re-siting of the Billy
statue and asked everyone who required the Billy DVD to write in and reserve a copy with us
for after the release date on 25th June 2007, or collect them at the October meeting.
The auction of a unique Billy Fury clock contribJoey Fresco
uted by Pat Young and Chris realised some brisk
bidding and the £50 sale price exceeded all expectations. The eventual purchaser was Barbara Carlyon and the sum raised has been donated again to the
International League for the Protection of Horses, because of Billy’s love of
horses. Thanks to all concerned, every pound helps this worthwhile cause.
Proceedings then had a short delay as we sold out of raffle tickets part way
around the hall. Chris went out to buy some more but after a tour of most of
the North London shops, returned empty handed (muttering as he did so
about local shop owners coming from Mars!) In the meantime however three
of our regular lady members (sorry I didn’t get their names) took it upon
themselves to produce many sheets of in-house tickets, and this enterprise
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together with Maureen and Jackie’s selling skills meant that once again the
raffle of Billy items went well. Thanks to everyone.
Later in the afternoon Chris handed over to Rob Dee for the musical segment
of the day. Rob seems to get better and our gathering was superbly entertained with the following set of Billy songs: Like I’ve Never Been Gone, Cross My
Heart, King for Tonight, All My Hopes, Magic Eyes, I Will, Sleepless Nights, Love or
Money.
At this stage he introduced 8-year-old Joey Fresco who sang the very difficult
It’s Only Make Believe complete with key changes but to tremendous applause.
Next on stage was Kevin Summerfield who declined Singing the Blues to sing Maybe Tomorrow,
word perfectly to an appreciative audience.
Chris then treated us to Do You Really Love Me
Too (Fools Errand) complete with stage movements much approved by the gathering. Then he
had to sit down and recover!
Rob then continued with: Devil or Angel, Be Mine
Tonight and the very hauntingly emotional Forget
Him which brought a lump to the throat of the
listeners. It was then time to finish with the anthemic Halfway to Paradise which had everyone
on their feet, linking arms and swaying: a superb
atmosphere and just like New Years Eve only
Kevin Summerfield
better. In closing Rob thanked
everyone for their support on what would have been Billy’s 67th birthday and
he said it was super to sing to a converted audience.
As a footnote there is an interesting anecdote to Rob’s set of songs which must
have been audible from the road. Part way through we were visited by two on
duty Police Officers in uniform. Rob thought that they had come to arrest him
and his second thought was strip-a-gram but it seems that they had heard the
music from outside and Rob invited them to come in to listen and enjoy the
atmosphere. They made themselves at home and Ken provided them with tea
and biscuits. They thoroughly enjoyed themselves, so much so that they asked
to be informed when the next meeting will take place!
A union of friends, united by love for Billy. The next meeting is booked for
14th October 2007. All fans are welcome – bring a friend too for a good afternoon out to support Billy’s legacy and memory (and if you are a member, the
Fan Club too).
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Cheeky Monkey!
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Billy Fury – His Wondrous Story DVD
by Chris Eley
It seems the in-thing these days to have a formal launch for some products and in
the case of the above, quite right too. Regrettably the venue was quite small and
would not have permitted many fans in even if the company could have invited
more. It was good of Odeon to involve any fans in it at all; they could have chosen,
as so many others would have done, just to populate it with showbiz types and
leave those of us referred to as ‘civilians’, out of it. The same goes for the DVD itself.
Fortunately also there are some great artists and others in the music field who don’t
subscribe to the‘civilians’ viewpoint and who treat us as equals, which is nice. I
once learned that some so-called ‘weekend soldiers’ could knock spots of some regulars – and I have never forgotten that. A bit like the Wavy Navy during the war,
sometimes the ‘amateurs’ know what they are about. The history of the DVD process actually starts with an approach, which was made to me at the Sunnyside in
March 2005 and followed up by a home visit by Alan Byron. All detail I had about
TV appearances and contacts such as Billy’s family and some others was given to
them and the research was started. In particular I urged them to contact and work
with Paul Pierrot who has so much
information at his fingertips and a
love and respect for Billy’s legacy,
and to contact the Billy Fury Estate
and interview Lisa. A simultaneous
Decca CD release was also planned
and during the summer of 2005 I
spent a day at Decca with Wayne Allen from Odeon and a lovely courteous lady who had been at Decca since
the mid-60’s, Mo Fortey, trying to
John Leyton & Clem Cattini
find unreleased tracks. Mo had
known Billy but her favourite was Engelbert Humperdinck! Regrettably there was
not a lot to be found and the CD has not materialised. I don’t know as I write, if it
ever will, perhaps next year, if we are lucky.
Anyway, a few months ago I was invited to London and interviewed by Odeon. I
had prepared a sort of script because in particular I wanted to talk about the final
years, which are especially dear to me, but when I got there it was a case of just talking off the top of my head about whatever topics were thrown at me from bankcrupty, to Lisa, Billy’s music and much more. Only a few snatches were used and
unfortunately when talking about the statue I just could not get everything that
needed to be said into the segment, especially Peter and Lynda Keller who should
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have had, more than anyone else, a name check. For that I apologise. Also I
missed the word year after saying anniversary so it looks as though I confused the
anniversary of Billy’s passing with his birthday. I did ask to see a rough cut before
printing of the DVD so I could check the script and any other errors but it didn't
happen, so I did not exercise any control over the finished product. Regrettably
the searches for rare material drew a blank in most cases, and I can only assume
that the astronomical cost of paying for full clips has prevented all of the
‘Unforgettables’ and others we know are available, from being included. Despite
having the recording dates the two ‘missing’ Unforgettables could not be located, and it was those that I
wanted found more than just about anything, together
with Crackerjack performances and Strictly for Sparrows. Perhaps in the future more rarities will turn up
and strong rumour has it that some rare 60’s clips of
Billy have in fact done just that, too late for this DVD
release. Perhaps within a couple of years we will
know more and maybe get to see them.
Around 6pm on 12th June, after a trip to the Soho Vintage Mag shop (where we picked up an NME with
Billy in) we headed for the launch venue not far from
Ronnie Scotts famous Jazz Club. Present were of
Johnny Gentle
course the Odeon Team and media types (there has
been an advert in Record Collector featuring my copyright photo – loaned to Odeon) and a number of celebrities. John Leyton, Vince Eager, Clem Cattini, Johnny
Gentle, Keith Skues MBE and Billy’s mum and brother were present, accompanied
by Chris Hewitt from Ozit. Linda and I spent most of our time talking to Keith
who is an extremely pleasant charming and entertaining man. He has done a lot
for Billy over the years and continues to do so. He produced the 1973 Story of Pop
series on Radio One and now fronts local radio Three Counties, sometimes presenting a rock’n’n roll show it seems. A man of many parts too, in his RAF guise,
and also a Cornishman, which of course is going to go down well with me! Linda
and I were regaled for some time with his tales until it was time for the 15-minute
preview of the DVD on the two TV screens. Food and drink was of course present.
It was nice to see Billy’s mum Jean again after so long and looking so well too. She
was very courteous towards Linda and myself and it was lovely to be able to
speak with her again. Apart from some back trouble she seems fine. Also present
was the head of Decca records, Mark Cavell, who we met and who presented, in
arrangement with Odeon, a special LP sized gold disc to Jean in recognition of
Billy’s lifetime achievement in record/CD sales. Those present came away with a
copy of the DVD and a blue T-shirt advertising the product. Also there were mem32

bers of the Damned band, and it seems a version of Wondrous Place may be forthcoming. Mark Wilsmore from the Ace Café, so helpful during the Bronze and
still supporting Billy’s legacy, was there and said hello and I apologise for omitting anyone but we didn’t get to speak to everyone or know exactly who they
were. Eventually around 8pm or so we left. Having seen the DVD I feel that
Odeon have done quite a good job overall and I do hope that I personally have
not let Billy down with my participation. Perhaps the alleged predatory proclivities of Larry Parnes have enjoyed too much emphasis and the period from the
early 70’s through to and including the comeback is neither as detailed nor strictly chronological, as I would wish it to be. In fact, in a recent DVD review in
Record Collector the reviewer was confused: thinking the 1980’s photos were
from the 1970’s. Billy actually looked great in the 70’s. There is not enough emphasis on Billy’s ability to handle different musical genres and the soundtrack
would have benefited from some non-Decca tracks behind the period 1967–83. I
did speak about the many tribute bands and was disappointed that they were
not at least mentioned as being the custodians of Billy’s ‘live’ musical legacy. It
was good to see Alvin ‘Shane Fenton’ Stardust involved (wonder if he really did
pinch Billy’s gold jacket as Billy used to claim?) and Sir Jimmy Savile added value too – what a character. Vince Eager and John Leyton are nice chaps and Vince
of course lived with Billy as well as
working with him. Clem Cattini was to
Billy what DJ Fontana was to Elvis –
another nice man and someone who
lived the dream during Billy’s peak
years. I had heard the Blue Flames anecdote before – still made me laugh. I
heard that Sir Cliff had been/was to be
interviewed and looked forward to
Alan Byron, Dave Vanian, Vince Eager seeing him, wonder what happened
there? Joe and Marty have been done to death yet it would have been nice to see
them again. Trouble is, until DVDs can run for hours there is only so much you
can cram in and what Odeon have done has been to tackle it from other perspectives – and it seems to have worked. Given their many years together and the
fact that she represents the Billy Fury Estate, an interview with Billy’s Lisa
should have been done but was not, and I would also like to have seen Judith on
there as well, although I feel she would probably have declined. She has had
some bad press on occasion without the opportunity to reply, (there are two
sides to every story as anyone who ever entered into a relationship will know
well enough) but as far as I am concerned she has always, on the phone since
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our meeting, been a courteous lady who will not say, or have said, anything detrimental about Billy. The booklet could
have done with a story in it and the copyright is not clear enough on my photos or
some others but in all fairness there is a
blanket comment about images somewhere in the credits. The contact details of
all Billy linked organisations could have
been on the booklet. Also I am not Chris
Eley from billyfury.com (that’s Harry’s
domain – no pun intended), but again I
Keith Skues entertains!
would guess that the one point of contact is easier than putting all down. This is
especially because some SOF address changes have occurred over the years whilst
the web site should be there for many years to come yet. I am surprised that
Harry’s website was not made more of because of what it has achieved in promoting Billy’s legacy. Also I felt that a thank you for all of the help given by the SOF to
Odeon over 2 years would have been nice – one of my closest friends noticed the
absence of that. Overall though I think you will enjoy this first Billy Fury DVD
(which has made No 2 in the DVD Sales Chart) and I know that at Odeon even the
younger staff are playing Billy’s music continually because they cannot get enough
of it. It does seem to have been a labour of love on the part of Wayne Allen, Alan
Byron and the others and on a personal level I am grateful to Odeon and Wayne in
particular for involving me and for being a man of
his word. Also to Richard Elliot for his courtesy
and the photos in this article. This is so often not
the case in the music industry and one read of the
Tommy Bruce biography by Dave Lodge (both
lovely people and exceptions to the rule) will confirm that. Get yourself a copy of the DVD and enjoy. Also, let us hope for a TV screening during the
anniversary year. Two anniversaries actually, the
25th one of Billy’s passing and in November 2008,
his first recordings. Copies come with a limited
edition certificate. Some (not from the SOF) may be
signed by Jean and Albert. The voice over has been
done by the lead singer of the Damned, Dave VaAvailable from SOF at £14.50
nian, who I am told is a big Billy Fury fan.
inc P&P
Do get this DVD because I am sure you will find it
Cheques/PO made out to
to be entertaining and well worth it for Jimmy Savile
The Sound of Fury
and the full clips alone.
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Billy on 1st edition of Ready Steady Go – 1963
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Chris’s CD Corner
Johnny Red – Seven Nights to Rock
This 17 track CD is one of the finest rock ‘n’ roll CDs I have ever had the pleasure to
listen to. It stands up beside albums by the original 50’s artists and highlights just
what a superb talent this guy is. The fact that he is a genuinely nice guy only adds
to the equation. The voice changes throughout are stunning but although Johnny
sometimes sounds much like the artist in question there is
no attempt to actually copy them as such. From the cracking opener Seven Nights to Rock, through Lonesome Me,
This Time (great version), a terrific Don’t, and great Cross
My Heart, to the excellent Lonely Blue Boy it just doesn’t let
up in excellence. Memphis is very much the Elvis version
(less the opening drumming intro). It’s Only Make Believe
is a copy of the Ronnie McDowell fast version – superb! If
Shaky, a friend of Johnny’s had covered and released this
as a single it would have been a hit – if only DJs would pick up this great version.
Sea of Heartbreak is great, and Run to my Loving Arms (a surprising choice for this
set), is really well performed. The Burnetts Train Kept a Rollin’ scores on all points
(the musicianship on all of the tracks is great) and Elvis’s Judy closes the set nicely.
No wonder Johnny and his band, the Jailbirds pack ‘em in at gigs here and in Spain
– the man is a mega talent who can rock Shaky off the stage.
£10.00 or thereabouts from Bim Bam records 023 8060 0329.
Easy to be Free – The Songs of Rick Nelson. Plastic Seed Records PSRCD-046
This US import tribute album is of a kind that I really wish UK artists of standing
would do for Billy. No disrespect to the tribute bands but if Billy’s contemporaries
and people like the Smiths, St Etienne, Ian Hunter, Robert Plant and so many who
have spoken about Billy being an influence would
only do an album like this.
There are 20 variable tracks covering Rick’s career
performed well to middling by people I’ve never
heard of, except for the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. Standouts are perhaps Poor Little Fool, Life Young Emotions,
Travelling Man, Your World, Easy to be Free, One Night
Stand, Legacy. In fact picking favourites is difficult, the
standard is high. Lonesome Town is handled differently but works. A fine tribute to one of the greatest
artists of all time.
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The Pomus and Shuman Story – Double Trouble 1956–1967. Ace CDCHD 1152
26 tracks from this great songwriting duo and several that no 60’s music lover
should be without. Lonely Avenue by Ray Charles, It’s Been Nice (Marty Wilde), A
Teenager in Love (Dion), the stunning Hey Memphis by Lavern Baker and the classic
Save the Last Dance for Me by the Drifters, So Close to Heaven (Ral Donner), Can’t Get
Used to Losing You by Andy Williams and an EP track by Bobby Vee, the catchy All
You Have to do is Touch Me. If you don’t have A King for Tonight by Barry Darvell you
really are missing a wonderful treat – great stuff, as is Suspicion by Terry Stafford.
Of note is Angel Face (Billy’s number) by James Darren. First Taste of Love by the
classy Ben E King is nice and Spanish Lace by the big voiced Gene Mc Doriets. Bobby
Darin is of course excellent on I Ain’t Sharing Sharon and for Brit fanatics there’s Little Tony doing Too Good, a pleasant ditty produced by Jack Good.
A nice little collection with several essential tracks. The Elvis one is regrettably Double Trouble, and I’ve never rated His Latest Flame by Del Shannon, much as I love the
guys music. Turn Me Loose is a great song and whilst Fabian was a pretty poor talent
this number works. How I wish Marty Wilde had done this, or early 60’s Billy, but
there you go.
Oh! You Pretty Things – The Songs of David Bowie. Castle Communications
CMQCD 1311
Twenty tracks associated with this highly talented survivor, with performances by
the likes of Mott the Hoople, Lulu, Lou Reed, Mick Ronson and Donovan among
others. I can take or leave most of them but the
important thing for us here is that this is the
first official CD outing of Silly Boy Blue by Billy
– and it sounds good. The front cover featuring
a ‘Topless’ Billy with half his face in face paint
ala’ Bowie. Of course there’s a mention in the
notes and the nice colour shot of Billy circa
1966 peering around a bush. Worth picking up
for under a tenner just to get Billy and All the
Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople.

Joe Brown – Crazy Mixed-up Kid. Castle 3 CD set CMEND 1488
All of Joe’s Piccadilly recordings are contained in this budget set – 3 CDs in a box
and a nice booklet, which features a shot of Joe with Billy. Billy has a guitar and is
demonstrating a cord in this cutting from a music paper/paper.
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All the major hits are here, and excellent they were, indeed are. I like Your Loving
Touch (also recorded by Marty) and Sea of Heartbreak. I’ve never been keen on novelty numbers
and of course this set abounds with them but then
that’s part of the magic of this wonderful musician
– who, as I have said before in sleeve notes, is a
National Treasure. A nice budget set, varied, interesting and with some cracking pop numbers on it.
A Picture of You and That’s What Love Will Do must
rate among the finest pop songs ever recorded.
The Billy Fury ‘Rarities’ Vol. 8 – OZIT CD 88
19 tracks on this release, 12 already available on the Castle CD, 1962 Radio Luxemburg Sessions, 3 from the 1961 Radio Lux Sessions and already out on the Billy Fury
Sings a Buddy Holly Song OZIT CD. Summertime is listed and with bated breath I
played it – only to find out it’s an instrumental (and unlike the other two instrumentals) not credited as such. Anyone picking this up because of the track listing
would be very disappointed indeed. It’s the Tornados, so might be a treat for their
fans. Track 19 is entitled Billy speaks. All this is in the 1982 Russell Harty BBC TV
Show without Russell Harty! Without the questions the answers just don’t stand up.
The booklet has some photos (all featured in various Fury Monthlies – no rare family shots). There is also the pink jump suit shot featured in the History of Pop/Rock
series from a few years ago, as was the front cover. No sleeve notes, no track
information/provenance, no credits, no information. £15 incl. p&p from Bim Bam
Records. Also available from Bim Bam or direct from OZIT.
Just Like Eddie – The Heinz Anthology. Castle CMEDD 1 460
A 49 track fine double CD reputedly containing all of his recordings, except End of
the World. A good set is already out there but this has the addition of Heinz’s cover
of Come on Let’s Go (and it’s not half bad either). We also
get four live tracks which have been circulating on tape
for years but are nice to see on shiny – Somebody to Love,
I Got a Woman (both pretty average), Questions I Can’t
Answer and Hound Dog (great raucous, heavy, bluesy).
The Billy Fury connection is strong of course in most
fans minds and although the voice is very limited many
numbers are really enjoyable. The musicianship on many
tracks is of course superb. A nice set.
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
September
1 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

The Embassy Theatre, Skegness
0845 674 0505
7 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Forum Twenty Eight, Barrow in
Furness, 01229 820000
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Pavilion Theatre, Weymouth
01305 783325
15 Rob Dee – Billy Fury/Rock ‘n’ Roll Show
Haverhill Arts Centre, Suffolk
01440 714140
15 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Hall for Cornwall, Truro
01872 262466
15 Colin Paul & the Persuaders – Tribute to
Men’s Club, Higher Road
Billy
Urmston, 0161 962 9273
20 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Medina Theatre, Newport,
IOW, 01983 527020
22 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Corn Exchange, Bedford
01234 269519
23 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Grand Theatre, Southend on Sea
01702 351135
29 Rob Dee – Billy Fury Tribute Night
Sun Valley Cabaret Club, Clifton
Nottingham, 0115 984 5664
29 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Assembly Rooms, Derby
01332 255800
October
5 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Playhouse, Harlow
01279 431945
6 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Triangle, Burgess Hill
01444 876060
11 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Palace Theatre, Newark
01636 655755
12 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Dorking Halls 01306 881 717
13 Billy Fury Tribute Night with Rob Dee
Ace Café, London
14 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Mayflower, Southampton
023 80 711811
14 Colin Paul – Solo Billy Fury
Durrant House Hotel, Bideford
01934 733958
18 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Grand Theatre, Swansea
01792 475715
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19 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
20 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
20 Colin Paul & The Persuaders – Billy Fury &
Elvis Night
21 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
27 Billy Fury & Elvis Tribute Night with Rob
Dee & Neil Duncan tickets from Pat Young
November
1 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
2 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
4 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
5 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
9–11 Colin Paul & the Persuaders –
Billy Fury Weekend
10 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
15 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
16 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
17 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
18 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
18 Colin Paul & the Persuaders – Tribute to
Billy part of Yesterday Once More 60’s
Weekend
24 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
December
7 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
8 Billy meets Elvis & Shaky – Johnny Red &
The Rebel Christmas Special £5 from club
8 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
8 Colin Paul Solo Billy Fury
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The Pavilion, Rhyl 0870 3300000
Parr Hall, Warrington 01925 442345
Festival Hall, Kirkby in Ashfield
0161 962 9273
Albert Halls, Bolton 01204 334400
Evesham Town Hall,
01386 41676/761180

Tameside Hippodrome, Ashton
0870 145 1163
Albert Halls, Stirling 01786 473544
Macdonald Aviemore Highland
Resort 0845 125 5455
Whitehall Theatre, Dundee
01382 434940
Metropole Hotel, Blackpool
01253 722300
The Brindley, Runcorn 0151 9078360
Broadway Theatre, Catford
020 8690 0002
The Tivoli Theatre, Wimborne
01202 885566
Memorial Theatre, Frome
01373 462795
Princess Theatre, Torquay
08702 414120
Pontins Brean Sands
01934 733958
Civic Theatre, Doncaster
01302 242349
Theatr Brycheiniog, Brecon
01874 611 622
United Trades Club, Balmoral Rd
Northampton 07887851427
Butlins, Skegness 0870 242 1999
Pendleton British Legion, Salford
0161 962 9273

13 Billy meets Elvis & Shaky – Johnny Red &
The Rebel Christmas Special £5 from club
14 Billy meets Elvis & Shaky – Johnny Red &
The Rebel Christmas Special £5 from club
28 Colin Paul Solo Billy Fury

Ex Servicemen’s Club, Church St
Wellingborough 07887851427
Irthlingborough Band Club
07887851427
Durrant House Hotel, Bideford
01934 733958

Billy Fury Rocks On in Whitby
Courtesy of Rob Dee
by Cecilia Darvell
Whitby Live Festival of the Sixties 8–10 June 2007
A star studded line-up of Sixties acts and tribute artists had Whitby Pavilion rocking
for three days from 8 o’clock on the Friday evening when the DJ kicked off appropriately with Buddy Holly’s Heartbeat. The line up on the Friday night was the Merseybeat Legends, The Beatlemaniacs, and Dave Berry and the Cruisers. An eerie
presence was noticeable from the start and people were doing double takes and
looking over their shoulders to take a closer look, more will be revealed later.
On the Saturday afternoon we were entertained by three very talented tribute artists
to Roy Orbison, the inevitable Elvis and Cliff Richard, there was also a 60s quiz with
very obscure questions which only the complete 60’s anoraks would know. With a
short break between 5.30pm and 7.00pm to eat, wash
and change for the evening, only the fittest survive!
Saturday evening brings out all the 60s outfits as there
is a fancy dress competition and it is very interesting
to see all the bright colours, the black and white Mary
Quant dresses, the hippies, so many different fashions
from that era. The first band on was the Dreamers,
very entertaining set with all the old Freddie and the
Dreamers hits and many more besides. At one stage
the lead singer had the house lights put up to speak to
the audience and his first words were ‘Good grief –
it’s Billy Fury!’ He was talking about Rob Dee, he
started talking to Rob asking if he was the tribute artist appearing that weekend and asking when he was
on. He said that he had seen Rob in the foyer when he arrived and had to look twice
thinking it was Billy, but knowing that it couldn’t be. He spent quite a few minutes
talking to Rob about Billy and then wished him good luck for his performance the
following day. What a start to the evening! The next two bands on were The Animals and Herman’s Hermits, two very different styles of music and both very well
received by the audience.
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Sunday and the anticipation was building, the first tribute band of the afternoon
was the Temple Brothers doing a tribute to the Everly Brothers – they are brilliant.
Then it was time for Rob Dee as Billy Fury. Peter and Jen Davies had travelled down
from Preston for the afternoon and joined Rob’s wife Chris, Pat Young, Pam and
Dave Rogers, Lolly Whittaker and Cecilia and Ken Darvell to support Rob in his
first gig at Whitby. He came on stage in gold jacket and black leather trousers singing I’d Never Find Another You, and the audience were mesmerized. His set was well
balanced with the hits, some B-sides and album tracks and some antics with the microphone that Billy used to do. He even sang Wondrous Place with a cigarette in his
hand (not a real one I hasten to add) and down on his knees caressing the microphone just as Billy did. A quick change to the type of white jacket as worn by Billy
in the Russell Harty show and it was on with the show. Rob was very well received
by an appreciative audience and the management
were also very impressed that they have asked him
back again next year, if you are interested Whitby
Live 2008 is over the weekend 6th, 7th and 8th June at
the Whitby Pavilion Complex right on the sea
front, couldn’t be a better venue. The act to follow
Rob was a tribute to the Shadows. Rob mentioned
during his set that they were the ones that once
kept Billy off the number one spot. Sunday evening
Pat and the B-sides!
was the end to a perfect weekend, Union Gap, The
Fourmost, and Marmalade closed with a brilliant set. Can’t wait for next year.

Apology from Chris
The Sound of Fury Story in the last magazine was put together by Maureen, with
help from Clare and Jackie. I regret to say that I hi-jacked it and due to the tight
timetable for the printing failed to consult with the others over the changes and additions I had made. I have been asked by Mo to make it clear that all of the reflections on the more unpleasant side of the story were inserted by me without checking
with the others. I simply could not allow such a light article to go out with people
thinking everything was hunky dory over all of the years – when it certainly was
not, not for me anyway. I should have left it as it was written and penned my own
addendum, instead of importing my comments into the body of their work. I certainly deeply resented a CD company once altering my work to insert their own
‘Top and Tailing’ to it so I do have sympathy for Mo and Co. I apologise to all three
for my thoughtlessness, but my comments stand.
Also, the reference to the Ace Café should have referred to Mark Wilsmore, without
whose help the Bronze would not have been ready on time. For some reason the
wrong name got past my proof-reading. It’s because we always have deadlines and
the pressure is on – and because no-one is perfect. Sorry Mark!
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A pensive Billy!
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